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TRAINING 

 

He graduated in law from the University of Milan in 2001, with a thesis in 

Political Economy (advanced course) entitled "Essential facilities: 

jurisprudential cases and economic aspects" in which he examined the 

multiple problems that arise in the field of essential facilities through the 

analysis of the US, EU and Italian jurisprudential precedents that refer to 

this notion. In particular, through the jurisprudential principle of the 

"essential facility doctrine" and its relations with antitrust law and market 

regulation, he investigated the main economic aspects and carried 

out an evaluation in terms of efficiency according to the criteria 

suggested by the economic analysis of law. 

 

After completing his professional practice, in 2005 he passed the bar 

exam, becoming a lawyer and in the same year he was admitted to 

the Milan Bar Association. 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES 

 

Between 2001 and 2003 he collaborated with a primary law firm, where 

he carried out his professional practice, dealing with specialization 

matters of the firm: general civil liability, professional civil liability 

regarding doctors, lawyers, notaries and professionals in general, civil 

liability regarding work related injury, insurance law. 

 

Between 2003 and 2006 he collaborated with a leading associated 

legal tax firm. In the legal department, he dealt with management of 

issues, both of a judicial and extra-judicial nature, with particular regard 

to issues of civil law and contracts, commercial, corporate law and 

industrial law, providing consultation, in the aforementioned matters, to 

a large industrial group. 

 

In July 2005 he founded MCM Studio Legale Associato Majocchi 

Cavajoni Molinari, where he has been working steadily since 2006, 

dealing with issues relating to civil law mainly in the following areas: 

business and corporate law, liability actions against administrative and 

supervisory authorities, bankruptcy law, transactions related to 

management of real estate assets, tenders, claims for professional 

liability, lease law, contracts (also internationally), arbitration, banking 

law and financial intermediaries, insurance law, tourism law, debt 

collection and enforcement, family law,             

privacy and corporate compliance. In the aforementioned matters, he 

provides out-of-court consultation and assistance in litigation to 

businesses and individuals. 
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